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Fer thoughtful eduoat•-•rs would deny tfr.t superv:sion iE the most U.,-
portant agency for in7roviiv the quality of teechin7 in our schools. 1.-nen
rightly conducted no other means of improving a teacher's work yields results
so quickly or in such large quantities as does super;Ision.
A broader concept of the purposes end n^.ture of eunervision now
exists than was forr.erly held. The inspectioce.1 type of visiting where
the supervisor fluters in hurriedly to count pupils, desxs, windows, chairs,
books and materie.15, and look after ventilation and lighting been
abandoned and in its place hes been substituted the creative or scientific
kind where objective ste.ndards, built upon the f indinrs of research and
the beet in ed,1,-_.,:tiorm1 theory and practice, are applied subjectively with
the human element in mind.
During the school year of 195-36, the writer undertook to improve
through a progre.n1 of supervisi-on the classroom activities of teachers in
service and student-teachers in IT4ethel Women's College Demonstration
School. Tbe results reported in this study concern the activities of the
teachers in service, the student-teachers, and the improvement Dade by
- the pupils they were teaching. An evaluation of the proposed program for
improvement is undertaken.
Evaluation of the program is attemnted by self-retinzs of teachers
and student-teachers, by their rating of each other, by the ratings of the
sunervisor, and by measurin: pupil improveme7t in the grades taugiit. In-
telligence, readint:, and achieverent tests on the subjects taught were
1
2
given a'. the 6e ginning and end of the second semester of each year during
which this study was carried out. Results of the tests given to the first
four grades have been studie4. The results show a slight improvement for
all the control groups.
Statement of the Problem. - This study is an attem7_t:
1. To present the supervisory prcgra:2 no in use
2. To set up a propped supervisory program
(s) To improve the instruction of teachers in service tnat
they may be able to direct the pupils' learning activities.
(b) To train student-teachers in order that they may make better
teachers.
Scope of the Study,. - The scope of this study is limited to the effort
cf Bethel Woman's College to train teachers in service and student-teachers
by the use of its supervisory program in the demonstration school. It
so limited in order to make a more thorough study of these factors. It does
not come within the scope of a study of this rature to include all the factors
that one mi,-,ht wish to include. Th:s supervisory program includes only the
first four grades of the demonstration school.
Source of Data. - The data for this thesis hare been obtained from
county, city, and state supervisors, critic teachers, directors of oemonstration
schools, data collected in Bethel Woman's ColleF,e Demonstration School, and
the Department of Teacher Training for the State of Kentucl:y.
Vethod of Treatmemt. - This study is an analysis cf the present situation
and a presentation of the proposed program of supervision for Bethel Woman's
ColleF,e Demonstration School end a scheme of evaluation of the program.
Definition of ter!;s. - There seems to be such a variation in Use of
terms amonz students of enucation and others, that thc writer feels that some
terms should be defined in a study of this nature. Such terms as critic
teacher, demonstration teaching, observati7n, outcomes, participation,
student-tea.ching, supervision, and super:isory orran are defined:
1. Critic teacher is the terra used to designate a person who is
=ployed as a regular classroom teacher in the demonstration
school unde: the control of, or affiliated with, a college which
offers curricula for the trainino. of teachers, and who., in addition
to the duties as a tee.cher, directs the observation, participation,
and teaching done by student-teachers.
2. Demonstrar on teachin: is to show observers "how to teach;" to
present eound and arproved procedure, devices and technique. In
so far as possible, then, demonstration lessons should adhere rather
closely to ordirrtry classroom conditions in subject matter,
:nethod, time allotment, and the like.
3. Cbservat_ion is a method of acquiring information about the teaching
process in which the student-teacher observes the critic or ster
teacher at work.
4. Outcomes will be used to an the final product sought by individual
workers.
5. Particination is a period of active service as a helner or asListarxt
to the regular teacher.
6. Student-teaching. means the teachin„; of a beginner, under supervision,
during which time the beginner intensively studies the teaching process
and makes rapid progress in learning to teach.
7. Sur.‘er:ision, by revea:int--:, to te,chers the proper method, techniques,
and devices, and making these possible of attainment, enabler, thee
4
to do better the desirable classroom activities they xill do
any7ay.
e. Sunery!sory pro;ram,refers to plans by means of which the super-
vie-or hopes to move practice forward, securIng the adoption of
Lroader aims and more progressive procedure.
A brief review of some similar studies. - In reviewin;:; these studies
the following form has been used: tNe rroblem, source of data, method,
findings and conclusions, and evaluations.
1
Spencer R. Emmons' Study
Problem. - The purpose cf this study is to evaluatea sunervisnry program inaugurated in the high rchoolsof 3ebster Parish.
Source nf data. - The data urcn 7:hich this study isbased were secured at Springhill, 4,ouisiana. Tenteachers and approximately 30C) pupils were used. Thestudy ran for seven mJnths during the school year of19Z9-30.
Method. - This study is an an%17sis of the super-.-isoryprogram and evaluation of the results obtained.
Findincs and conclusions. - A summery of the improvementsafter supervision as viidenced fram data in this studyincludes:
1. More basal learning exercises, and fewer testquestions.
2. Vcre time oiven to directed study.3. isetter distribution of learning exercises.4. Wore reconition cf individual differences.5. setter balance between ;lame and school work.6. Eetter balance in activities of the pupils.7. Better group control.
onencer R. Emmons, T'Dtalte 
College, Lashville,
a Surervisorv Prograu. (uecrge Peabody
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8. Formulation of definite im-ediate object.ives in
terms of abilities to be engendered.
9. Corisideratle improvement in achievement shcwn by
standard tests.
10. More good responses.
11. Lore pupils asking questions.
12. Provisions for summaries of the lessons.
13. Help ,iven to more pupils by teachers.
14. Fewer unclassified exercises.
15. More pupils volunteering relevant responses.
Fvaluation. - This study is a good summarization of results obtained
from a comnerison of each type cf data securEd in the fall with similar data
secured in the sprine. 2: comparison tas been mt.de of the teaching in the
fall v:ith teachinr in the spring. e.ne.lysis of teechinz showin: the weak
and strong points followed the reperts cade on teachinL in the fall.
illia Jeffers2n Smith's
Is.nalysis
Smith attempted to evaluate teaching by an ariycis of the learning
exercises. He found the fcllowing 'improvements mde after supervision:
1. gore thought questions and fewer test questions.
2. better dietribution of time.
3. Better distributions of learning exercises.
4. )or P recognition of individual differences.
S. setter balance between home and school rork.
6. Learning exerc!ses more of a Challenge
to students.
7. Conditions of learning more satisfactory.
8. Differentiation. by teachers between the doing
of learning, exercises and the outcome.
9. Activities cf students bet.er balanced.
10. Special effort to teaoh ideals, interests,
attitudes, and -Lae 1 ike.
if ill ILI:. jef ferson rth, 1.:-..-aluat ion cf  eashin_L  by inalsis of laercises (6eorce Peabcdy oulege, NeshvilTe,
Guy ';:hitehtsd's Study
3
Protlem. - This study was undertaken in an a tEmpt to
measure the value of st4ervision.
The folloin.. oteps conrrised :he cycle of swervision.
1. I.:essurelLent and diagnosis.
2. Putting into effect remedial instruc-
tion.
3. Checkini; results by standardized
tests.
4. Comparison of improvement made by the
supervised and unsupervised groups.
Source of data. - Data for this study were secured
from a testin prograr carried on at CpringfiPld,
Tennessee, and the comparison of the pro7ress made
tnPre with that made at Gallatin, Tennessee. The
teachers -f .ere supervised, hile
the teachers of Gallatin were al unsupervised
group.
IZethod. - The melhod is experimental and statistical
%ith definite plans for the control of all the factors
enterin, into the product of wervision.
Charter I gives the plan of study.
Chapter II discusses sPellicg.
The method of testin,7 and analyzing the results
of the test is described. Th- superviaory
activities for its improvement are etailed.
Results of thP final tests are Liven !Tnd
Lmprovement of the group compared.
Chapter III is devoted to arithmetic.
The tests used for neasurement and diagnosiR are
described. ThP activities are recorded.
Chapter TT discusses the program for the
improvement of silent readinE.
Findirrs. and oorclusions. - The units of measure dre
defined sr..: jerive,ion is Tiven. Tat Ics and
:rsrhs set forth the results of the first and second
9 .L
Feaboy Colle,e, hashvilie,
thc '‘'L:112.c of Surcrvision (3eorLe
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tests for both groups. Each group shows a slight
gain in all sullects except reading. In silent
reading, Sprin7field shnrs a decided loss in
corprehension and a slizirt loss in the rate of
reading. Oa11z.tin shows some loss in co-:pre-
hension and rate of reading, but not so much as
Springfield. However, the results of the tests
taken collectively are in favor of the supervised
grnup.
h`valuation. - This study is especially significant since there are
few other studies that nave gone into so much detail in evaluating a program
of su- erv is ion. Its chief value has been to try out in pert wha.t is believed
to be a good program. It ol...jectifies the airrAs and goals of supervision and
teaching.
  - All of the authors whose works were studied agreed that
their tu7-,erv sory prograu had raised the ;uality of instruction. This
ciecisicn was reached, after testing and measuring the students and f
tint those suoervised rated higher than the unsupervised groups.
CHAPTi.R II
SET UP LI: TK1. Piiti.31IA: OF SUPV.'/ISIC:
As supervision has deve2cped in intortance there have Leen involved
periodic definitions characteristic of the period out of -:.hich they came.
Some of tha earliest definitions Coffman says were "grimly humorous." He
cited the following gathered from rriters cf ciist inctions
1
"Sur.ervision is taking the broad view, thqgeneral vies, and seeing the back and middlegrounds as dell as the forecround x.ith its
IeThe supPrvisor, in relation to the scholarshipof his school, is as a traveler going into afar country to earn wages and to Crin,; backtreasures from_ its vast stores of v.ealth. Inrelation to the children and youth, the super-visor is as a pioneer oin into a erent v:Ilder-ness of primeval forests to make there a home ofcivilization. In relation to the sc:-.0-1s, thesupervisor is as a sea captain of the medievaltime upon a chartless sea."
From these definitions, one rould not et the vaz-uest conception of
the ‘;fork of the supervisor, or a point o: departure for a %. orking program.
Lore recent definiti:r.s of ezrvervizion shoe a zrowin, tendency toward
concreteness of statement and a greeter agreement upon the central functicr.s
of surerTision. Nutt builds his definition around eight functions*
2
Supervision has to do with:
"1. laying the basis or cooperative teaching.2. Selecting and organizing sui.fect ratter.
1





3. Teaching for the purpose of experi-
mentation and demonstration.
4. Directing systematic observation
of expert and inexpert teaching
performance.
S. Directing teaching activities.
6. Checking pupil progress.
7. Leasuring progress and efficiency
of teachers.
8. Leasuring the efficiency of super-
vision."
Strayer tnd Englehnrdt emphasized five points%
3
"1. Maintaining a uniform and workable
course of study.
2. The improvemerrt of ter:ching.
3. Ezperimental work.
4. Improvement of teachers in service.
5. Ratin7 of teachers.
4
Burton has pronoEed a popular definition which includes five n',intst
"1. Improvement of the teaching act.
9 Myprovement of teazhers in service.
3. Selecting and organizing subject
matter.
4. Testing and measuring.
5. Rating teachers."
These later definitions show that there is a tendency toward ac7ree-
ment on the major points. Strictly epeaking, the entire field might be
included under the first heading, The Improvement of the Teaching kct,"
since that is the immediate aim of supervision. The ultimate aim, of course,
is the improvement cf the products of learning. It enables the teecners
to do better the desirable classroom activities,they will do anyway, by
revealing to them the proper methods, techniques, and devices, and making
3
pp. 14-15.
4 7illiam H. rurton, Super inion t Imnroverent of TeachIng.
(New Yorl:, D. A.-pleton .o., p. 17•
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there rossi71e of attainment; and to the extent that supervision contributes
to that end is the program of supervision effective and justifiable.
The sua raisor must have en ideal of an end thich she wishes to
accomplish, an ideal of the method by 'which the goal aill be Lest nttaintd,
and an ideal of the obstacles to be overcome in adjusting means to teach
the end. An ideal of an end necessitates that a supervisor see the end
from the beginning: in other words, that she set up a long time program
by which she hooes to gain terminal results. In the second place, an ideal
of the method by which the aoal will Le best attained presupposes not only
a program of proceOure, but also a choosin of the techniques best suited
to accomplish effectively the ideals of suaervision sought.
With this brief sketch es a backaround, it is necessary to turn to the
situation at hand, the set-up for this experiment.
The Set-up. - A year aro last Sentemter, the writer found herself
confronted with the resnorsil,ility for the supervision of a sall off-caLaaus
demonstration school. I refer to the demonstration school as a rural scaool
where the county hoard of educatitn nays part of the salaries of the
personnel, keeps purils' records, and furnishes took, bulletins, and such
general information and eccouncemerts as are aiven to all the schools of the
county. It is suneraised by the suneraieor of the demonstration school.
The trai ino institution owns the equipment, operates the plant, selects
the personnel, with the lorroval of the coanty superintendent, and pays a
areater part of the salaries. The studert-teachers of the coliece otfraret
and do practice teantina under the eunervisicn of the critic teachers and
the suaervisor of e:enentara education. The dean of the colltae teaches all
education courses ahd is director of the demonstration school.
11
This school consists of the princicul, five teachers, and approx.-
mately one hundred and fifty rural students. The ex-six plan is used,
there being three teachers for the high school end junior high school in-
eluding the The three remaining telchers each teach two grades.
The surerviser teacher tro of these gra.ies along with her other duties. The
part of the program rhich shall be deet with in this study will be that
pertaining te the first four 0.ades. The first and second :Trades were taught
by Miss A. v.hile the third and fourth grades vere tau:ht by !nes P. thrcu7,-
out the whole period. There was one student teaci.er the first semester and
eleven the second semester. Each semester consisted of eighteen weeks.
The principal an 12.iss A. coonerated with the supervisor in every
way possible. The remaining three teachers were rathcr neutral in regard
to the supervisory proceedings; at least there was not any open oppo-it'--
from then) thou:h so much cannot be said for the community. Many of the
patrons a decided distaste for the demonstrati:n school and for anyone
who was sent out to supervise in particular.
Re;uirements for directed teactinE. - Some of the requirements of
5the State Department -f Education follows
The school in which observation, participation
and supervised student teacting is done shall bes
1. Comoosed of normal children of public school
a7e.
2. Shall be a rei7ularly organized school.-7 The solool Lhall he either on the Car..77U2 of
the inetituticn, or an urban, village, or
rural schcoi.
4. Shall meet ths standards :1 efficiency pre-
scribed by the State Eoard of Education for
such echools.
5 -4aaes E. Richmond, "Te-cher Training end Certification Laws and Regulattots"De-,artmeht of Education) Iulletin, Nc. 7 Vol. III, (Frankfort, 1934),
pp. 15-17.
To meet these otn-lurds the c:-.oel she_11
1. Appropriately and ede7untely housed in
buildin:- that is sdnitary, end equipped rith
suitable furniture, libraries and teachinZ
Surcliec.
2. Each elascroo:u shall provide conditions where
pupils nay learn effectively, where st:.oents
nay cbserve, partieinate and rractice effectively,
and shall be tauLht by a teacher meeting the
standards set-up by the State Department of
Education.
A three semester hour course in stxr_lerviseci teachingshall consist of a minimum of fifty-four periods ofat least fifty minutes in length. At least fifty percent of the time sh-.11 be devoted to class teaching.
A nerson pursuin, the curriculum for the ProvisionalCertificate ch:.11 not be permitted to do s...pervisedteaching until the second year in college.
Before a student is admitted to the training schoolto do supervised etudent teachin7. he shall have metthe follov:ing prerequisites,
1. The attainment of a scholastic standIng of
one or "C" in all courses completed Lt the
time student teaching begins.
2. For two-year curricula.
(a) The completion of at
the minimum requiremen•::s
cL:rriculum pureuecit
(1-.) The completion cf at
least one-half of
in Enolish for the
least one-half of
the minimum requirements in Education courses.The completion of a minimum of 32 semester hoursof required courses in the two-year elementary
curriculum.
The spirit and organization of the training schoolshould be such thnt learning may take place effectivelyo.nd economically.'
lioc.t of these requirements were met rithout question but the
following item, "Shall meet the standard of efficiency prescribed by the
State Bm.rd of Eduration for such schools," gave the rriter much CCECern.
It vas evident tnzt sc.reor.e; F C : r. • e tith -1'1" oye s..nd
girls ar_d do it as well and as quickly as poesitle in order to cake certain
adjugtmerts that seed to be neceosary.
This need v.-as brought forcibly to the attention of the v:riter •.•nen
it vas lcarned thit iy zent failed and cc- ny othcrs Lere
to dc the v:ork of their grade.
After considerable thought on the clatter, it was decided that any
program v.hich might be carried out ehould te not only an ada.-inistrative
device, hut a teaching aid as weal, if it were to he justified fro:. the
pupil standpoint. It appeared that if it were to he effective the Lt
departure Len with the teacher and some probl. that she felt neeced
attention. The elementary teachers met and made a list of the problem-a
which had presented themselves in their 7 rticular situatior.s.
The problems listed ranged ever the v.-hole field of these prevaaent
in the schools and •i.ave the supervisor a starting point.
The General Oh'ectives. - .;.fter making a general survey cf the
elementary school situation, the existing ccnditions caused the sir.•- er.- 1::::
to for= the follcwing general objectives fer the first year:
(a) Securing the cooperation of the teachers in services
student-teachers, and the ccm,tur.ity •
(I) Determining the median gre.de for 2rd end 4th grade
(c) Determining the improvement in the different school
subjects durin... a slated tire.
(d) Disccvcrint_ the veakress in our Trogra= cf instructicn.
Procedures Used in AttaininF..; these Objectives
Ecnool Exilitft anti Pai- eant. - Each teacher ccmcleted a T.:eject
Tuesdr y befcre Thakegivin Dey. en 1:bdheeday "epee house" vex observed,
2.4
end the pupils' work .as exhibited throughout the day. In the afternoon
paoeent WES given Eb a completice of the project. All the children took
pert in both the project eei the peen-.. They took grecA pride in pointing
out to their fond parents the portions cf the exhibit for rhich they were
responsible. kost of the parents and many friends visited the school during
the day and were delighted with their children's part in the program. The
higi school students were trained to do cost of the costuming of the pupils
who were in the pae,bant in order that the teachers might remain as hostesses
in their rooms reeewing acquaintances, explaining projects, end discussing
pupil difficulties. Care was exercised to guard against sham and chow in
preparetion for this event. 611 cf the work exhibited should be products
from the regular classroom work, and not menufectured for the occasion.
en the precedin;-, Friday, the children had taken home a special invitation
to their parents to visit school on this day, and an inritction to all in-
terested in the school wes extended by means of the courty newspeper. It
vas an "event" in the life cf the school, and pecple in the community say
that it was the finest ettempt ever made here. tells this was strenuous
work fm r the teachers, it also wee beneficial in many ways. It gave the
tether e chance te e-!vertise end demenstrete her ability; it gave the
peremts and public e chance to becoee better acquainted rith the cneretion
cf trit schocl, it stimuleted the pupils to better performance and red
their interest in their von:, and probably it stimuleted the teecherE to a
retne.we interest in their wcrk. The student-teacher spent the entire day
at tte demonstration school end rcE e valued assistant with the music.
Coc7.,ereYce throu:7hout the school system end cooperation of the community






Tho sir4 program. At the beginning of the second semester the
Haggerty Intellicence Examination and the Letropolitan Achievement Tests
were given to the third and fourth grades in order to accomplish the Lest
three objectives. After determini-.: the median and gree equivalent the
data for each case...sere recorded. These test data were carefully studied
and compered rith the teacher's end student-teachers' rankings. In each
case there deviation was noticeable, possible cause::: fer the maladjustment
were suggested. Educational growth vas used with the teacher's judgment
and the pupil's term report grades as a basis for promotion. The average
grorth for a grade was else indicative of the teacher's efficiency. This
informetion yes used for diagnostic purposes rather than for evaluation
purposes. The most obvious teal:Less yes in readinz; vocabulary, which pro-
duced many individual cases of malar:justment.
TAM.T. I







3 9.7 53 40 40.5
4 9.11 57 64 60
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TABLE II
LETROPCLITLI: ACHIE7EUENT TESTS PRIMARY II BATTERY, GRADE III
















































ITTROPCLTTP: ACEIEVE=ErT TEST INTSRLTDIATE BATTERY - COLITUTS
FORL A, GRADE; TY








Readialg 5 93 16 45 6
Vocabulary
..) 
15 A ‘ Ll 64 4
Arithmetic




Fret. 7 44 19 48 4
Language Usage
Punct. L Cecitals 17 34 2E 1 15 8
Literature 18 54 13 104 5
Hietc7v ,._ C:,v 3 2ie- 4 14 4 6
Geogre.c.. 7
1
4 lc 1..„, V 44 6
322 4 28 1_ t iSoel1L--.7 4 1
TotLl Average 5 +116
.•••=.11 •
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The iLedLyn scorPs fcr erty Intellitence Test averaged
Lelow ncrm.
According to data cm tnt k4tropo . Itan Test the 3rd grade pupils
made improvement equivalent to 5.4 months in 4.5 months whilP the 4th
grade pupil de improvement. egnival•nt to 5.55 months in 4.5 months.
CliaPTER III
TEE PRO-TEED PROGRAV CF
In this proposed progre-r of supervion are found descriptions
of some of the things that were actually carried out in the demonstration
school and it is suggested tiat they be used in the proposed program. It
was not possible to do cc ny things which are essential to the success of
such a program. These are discussed here v..ith sucbestions for future use.
There wer- same few changes in the set-up at the beginning of the
second rex of this study. The most noticeable was an increase in the
enrollment of some thirty pupils, due to the consolidation of some smaller
schools with the demonstration school. Since cost of the incoming pupils
1k err of hi.11 school are the primary department was not MR terially affected.
Dur:ng this year there were eionteen first grade, twenty second Li.rade,
thirteen third grade, end ei - nteen fcurth rrede children and five student
teachers. Thre was not any charge in the teachers-in-service. Although
school began on inc second day oS September, the actual supervision began
-the thirteenth day of jf ricm ry , which was the teginnirr of the second
semester.
The contributions this study will attempt to make v:ill be confined
largely to that part of the program planning which has to do with objectives
and th selection zf technes and means of evaluation which seem
practical in the small d:n.tration schz.ol. W. W. Theisen says:
1
"ene
of the best known Trays to pre-:ere for the work of supervision is to ske
out a definite prorran -Lives to be attained. Let the major
emphasis of the year cen--.er -on a few important ends."
1 1«. Theisen, "A kears Prooram cf Supervision* "
American Schr.ol zsr, Vol. 69, (Cctober, 19'44), r. 43.
It is sugrested t.3 call a meeting of the primary teachers eF soon
as possible. Make a list of the protleme which present themselves in
their particular situations. Study and compare these rith the protlems
which existeddming last school year in et effort to lccate the problem
that are most prevalent and most in need of immediate solution. Select
e few objectves for stecial emrhasis. This is done on the assumption
that better results rill be secured if the attention is centered upon a
fer things at a time. It does not mean, however, that a point is to be
emphasized for a shcrt time and then dropped, for if a correct practice
is once established, it should be fcllov.ed continuously.
Objectives selected for Fcec's.1 enrhasis.  -
1. For teachers in service:
(1) To piece increased emshasis upon pupil adjustment and
development.
(2) To place more emphasis cm reading abilities and skills.
(3) To check cn the efficiency of the supervisory procedure.
For student teecheres•
(1) To establish methods, techniques, and devices for
student teaching.
(2) To place emphasis on reading abilities and skills.
(3) To check on the efficiency of the supervisory procedure.
Veers are sugLested fcr securing the objectives of supervision.
Place increased Emphasis Upon Pupil
Adjustment and Develorment
1. Standardized texts to adjust pupils according to groups
or grades.
Integret!cn cf ell teaching.
3. Increased use cf curriculum aids.
4. Increased cooperetion rith the community.
Standardi:ed tests tc adicet purils accordir tc ;row:9 or Fraues.-
Since the pupils in the fourth grade had been given tests last year when
they were in the third vrude and .maded acccrdinEly, they seemed to te
fairly well adjusted. This cannot be said of the first three Erades. At
a te:lers' meet in; !t was decided tbett each primary teacher could rste
the rupils in her grade.
They were rated on four thincss
1. The rank of each pupil in each Grade on the beets of
echievement.
2. The grouping of pupils into A, f, C, D, a E 7roups fcr
each grade.
-• The nlity of each pupil, as A, E, C, D, and E ability.
4. The average grads of achievement.
A space yrs prov'.ded for remarks.














It was decided to find out how these are purils wo...1.1 rt. r.
an intelligence test ar.i to see vhether they would rank true to f7'rn.
The tests given lest ye.ir were given to all four grades. The teac:.ers were
anxious to see the results as soon as they were taLlulated, end ma ny
suprises were in store for the. The results were cf assistance in the
classification of pupils. The sar-_s tests were administere:i at the close
of the semester, and the results show thet sDmething had been accomplished
toward pupil arijustment. The writer believes t'rat these tests will .e of
valuable assistance toward securing pupil adjus.tment in the propceed
program.
Interrration of all teaching. — Upon studying the objectives .Listed
in the courses of study under the different subjects there is found much
This indicates that any objectives are to emphasized in
all subjects. If desirable habits are to tre formed, correct practice nut
be required at all times. Eost likely this will not happen if the teacher
thinks of each subject as a distinct division of subject matter to be
emphasized only when the subjeceis being tau;ht. Correct speech ir.bits
will not be formed if correct speech is emphasized only during the language
period. Skill in writinp will not be secured if it is emrhesized only
during the writing period. If the development of the c!- ild ig not con—
sidered more important than the accomplishment of a given subject many
desirable outcomes of education will not be attained.
If the development of the child is considered t'ne ultimate in of
education, it seems reasonatle to assume that his needs should be cads
the deter.-..inir.,: factor in rlanr.ing, instruction. 4:-.1s cannot be d::,he
the teacher is re-luired to cover a ciefinite amount of subject nattef
a Eiven ttme. Iikerise, it cannot be done unless each subject is made
a supplement to the others.
It is well for the re uirements of tne courses of study to be
interpreted liberally end for all subjects to be taught by the Berne teacher.
The correlation Df all subjects through an activity procra7s is a desiratle
way of integrating all teaching.
Increased use of sL4rriaAllm alias - If best teaching and best leerning
are to be achieved, the teacher and the child must have vital parts in making
the curriculum.
There is no implication here tit courses of study and textbooks
should be abandoned. The mastery of knowledge and skills is very important.
However, it is far more important that children be taught how to use
knowlede and skills in solvinr thcir own problems, in understanding in-
cidents a.nd events eignificent to their orm ca-munities, and in decidirz
upon riFht conduct.
Phases of curriculum enrichment suLiested for this program are the
followino
1. The addition of books to the library and a wider uee of the
I ibrary.
2. Collection and organization of mo.terials for future use in all
subjects.
3. Develoement of three or activities duri.nr: the semester.
4. Organleaticn of unit libraries of materials for activity pro-
Increased cooperation with the community. - "Open house" was observed
all day aFlain his year followed by a pley in the evening. Every child in
"0"'""%,"Illbt""eff• 4'-•""leitc"..1r-1.41r-.T7-4,1
the primery department took part. Durinr took week a Lock ehower
given at the college and nupils fron the demonstration school were takPn
in to participate it the program .-iven in connection with the shower. The
community assisted in evPry way possible tdward making these events a
success.
It should be emphasized thPt every opportunity was utilized to 'bolster
and build a snirit 7f complete cooperation from the community, teachers, and
student teachers concerned in the m,vement.
Many of the parents and friends of oh P sch7o1 were present, however.
I suggest thnt "open house" be observeddarinz an entire week. This gives
everyone an opportunity to attend and to understand how thP work is carried
on from day to day. This understanding on the part of the parents helps
then lo see the school needs of the child, and to see his accomplishments
and bring about a spirit of cooperation between the home and school.
The child spends only about ten per cent of his time in the school
room even during his school yeere. During much of the remainder of the
time, hP is meeting various experiences all of which are educational. 1,La.ny
of these experiences are under the direction of such agencies as the home,
the church, and the Poy-end Girl-Scout movements; all of which are interested
in the development of the child.
There is much wasteful ciulication of effort and even some wor:hg
at cross purposes. If the waste in such a situation is to be eliminated,
closer cooperation must be brought about among all such aaencies. ne
school cannot and probably should not accept sole responsibility for trinsing
about this cooperation, but school leaders must recognize the problems and
psrticipste in the inevitable movement in thLs direction. It is probably
desire-L.1e that Iricy initiate it in many communitiec. The eriter recoialtencis
that the supereisor will call a meeting of all who are directly reeponsible
for th- children attending church functiens, scout gatherin6s, and
other similar meetings. ch participant in the discussion shoule make an
outline of the thiniz.s he will asie an effort to accomplish.
Methods, Techniques, and Devices for Studerrt Teaceers
SuperviSiOn of student-teaching has developed some c.eans, devices,
and procedJ.res e'nich differ from the usual teaching devices. To be effective,
they must be usable, and muet be mastered by the critic teaeher and the
supervisor. Sorne of the mans, de'. ices, and procedures tivt are usually
considered most imporia, a_nd tnose to be used in this supervisory program
in an effort to obtain t e ot;'ectives will be discussed here.
The student teacher must be used to improve tee learning situation
and not to retard it. To this end, the critic teacher will prepare the
stucieet teacher to do the various arts of teaching well. This certainly
involves mere careful planning than would otherwise be done.
The teaehine period, for student teeeners. - If we att=pt to say
that all students shall spend a certain number of hours actually teachings
whether the mcnber be sixty or ninety, we risk sacrificing the welfare
of the children they atter_pt to teach unless we extend the teaching
period if necessary. A sound program safeguards the interests of the
children as well as those of students. With our present requiremer.ts of
a ses--..er of rrectice, one or two hours dai.ly, it is sometimes: necess-..ry
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to let a student atnrt teaching before she is properly prepared through
observation and rerticipation in order that she may spend the required
number of hours in actual teaching. In consequence there is the attendant
feeling of failure nhich a student ney neve great difficulty in over-
coming, whereas if she had had a longer period cf observation first she
need not have failed in her first attempts.
What then is the ansrer? :an we not propose that before a student
may be permitted to teach, he must first demonstrate her ability to teach
successfully' Can we not p-ovide an elastic student teaching period
stretching over more than one semester in case of need:
If we recog,niie the difference in the abilities of the individual
students, the ratio of tine giver. to observation, participation and
directed teaching may vary with each individual. Then who si-ell determine
thie distribution in each case! The persons who know the student: that ,
the college instructors in subject !natter and professional fields. the
director of training, the supervieor, and the critic. At the beginnirv.
of the prectice period or before, zll infczn.ve.tion about the student should
be available to these people. The student's needs should be considered
in placing her. By studying these records, if they are comnrehensiva
enough, the critic may go far in forecasting the student's success.
•
Suggested standards to aid student teacnere in directed observation.-
1. Whet was the aim in this 3.esson!
2. How did the teacher so guide the situation that the pupils
felt a strong, social motive for best effort!
3. How WE. s the instruct ion closeln related to the previous
exner'.ence of the pupils?
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4. V,' E re the pupils encouraed to show initiative !
(a) By 'Jiff-Er-ink: suggestions as to procedure!
(b) By freely cuestioninj, and criticizing one another!
(c) By sunplementinz the thoui,ht?
(d) By providing materials!
C;ive concrete examriles.





6. What was th.• charahter of the tearther's questions and the
pupils' answers!
7. Was opportunity provided for application of lesson!
8. Was there a general sumovary!
9. Were there evidenc es of further valuable activity!
10. Give three points to imitate in any procedure.
11. Give to points to avoid in any procedure and suz; est via:is
of improvement as well as why such srocedure should Le
avoided.
Sur7estions to student-tearers on ]...sson planninz.- During the
recitation you rill be ex-ected to nvt. k e every minute count. You must
prepa red for every emergency. Hesitation on your part will lead to
inattention on the nart of the cnildren. Your pupils will crave action;
therefore, one of th.• nrere:uisites of a successful recitation is a well-
rensrf,d plan. Try to think through every situation c:- reection vhiohla
likely to arise vhen you plhn your leessn, so that you :nay be prerr.re:: for
rhat :me y 'nFtyr en . This is sonethinr even an experienced tee.cher must do it
her teachinr: is to be v.orthrihile. As a beginner your leston plan v:i12,
of course, inve to bP much more comrrer.ensive than that of an experienced
teacher. After you hgtve given evidence of successful planning your
trainin teacher will be less exacting in this ma-.ter.
Your daily 1.F.sson plan should show:
1. Aim or result sought ins
(a) ih bits or skills.
(b) Infor-etion or knowledze •
(c) Attitudes, appreciation, or ideals.
2. Devices, subject matter needed, references, illustrative
materials.
3. Thg, plan of work, method, rivotal quest ions, and procedures.
4. A summry of what har-Tened.
You my Le asked to •:1-ke clans for work that will takg, a ueek or even
a quarter to cover ,:ith your cl.ass.
In planninw lessons or the basis of units you will need to ask
yourself:
(a) 'Chat is likely to hanng.r in the probable order ofhappenin,:?
(t) What subjact matter, references, •:rd illustrative =Aerial
ill I find valuable?
(c) What are the needs of the thilriren?
(d) What inforamtion is to be acquired? Skills? Habits?
Attitudes?
(e) Of what value is the subj^ct Trgtter? V:h7t phase of i is of
the greatest value?
(f) What is the staniard achievement for this period?
In '.nitiatir.:7 the activity on a inrge unit baEiS questions like tr.e
fo1lov:inc7 will necessarily arise in your mind.
(a) Ficv me.y thP pupils be helped to realiTe what they know and vh0t
they do not know" Wivt tests may i.e used to show thio?
(L) Upon ;hat experience or interests of the pupil arty this or
be based so that the class v. ill accept it wh3le....
heartedly as their probler-!
(c) Ho v: my the pupils' etvironmPnt be enriched so that t:orth—
while needs ati desires arP aroused?
(d) 1511,--t study habits shall the nupil be helped to form?
(e) What instructim mterial is to be-, used?
Cr) What is the nature cf the rnterial outlined in the
Course :f Stud: for the children this p7rade?
Some 2f thp advantaEts in plannin Lrge units of eutject matter:
(a) Development -f suectmtter ch thP besis of needs and
interests of cr.ildren.
(b) PurpoEeful activity of, children.
•
(c) Progressive development of subject Tatter.
(d) Emphasis on consideretion of relative values.
(e) c;orrelati:n of subjects.
Before attemrtina the actual organi::ation of a unit, wide rre—
liminary reading be necessary in order that there may be a thorough
understanding of the rrotlem. Croative thinking is dependent upcn a rich
background f kno-.1Pdge; it rny mean many hours of* r..-.)rk in the litrt- ry.
No amount of informntion on a subfeet is too much for an active c:1:..
provided it is on a level tIth experiences and thou.
.1•1111Mer •1111.4. Veto-
4.- •
  - It is ?ue:,.ted tislt the sunervLeor Enke it clear to
a11 concerned that visits ere nude with the intenticn of lookin; for
s'eys: cf beini, of reel help end service to the teacher?. and Etudent-teachers
in their v.ork. CoLlmendalle ,.•.erk c yell as that needir :. ccrretzticn is
noted. schedule of visiteticn cmc.ue by Lfl effcrt to see samples of
each type cf Visitatisn ty call is the ideal to 1-e achieved.
The first visite of the supervlsor are for the purpose of teco:Ling
familiar with the proup under supervision, ac to ability, special protler.s,
and genere.1 routine. As there points becoc.c clearer the supervisor's
attention is directed tcvard the accomplis'nment of objectives which have
beet/ set un for this particular progre_m.
There is aiwnyc need f"r visitaticn other than that scheduled. often
teachers, aro, eerecially those rho are inexperienced, reed special tive
end attest !cr.. The sunerviscr pays this teacher frequent irfor--al visits.
iLch visit is folleted ty a conference. The teachers and student-teachers
are rnted on a check-list the resul's of rrich rill be found later in
ttli cherter.
Demonctroticr. teoLiag. - It is sui- i .ested that deruonstration lessons
be teuOlt by the critic-teachers and supervisor ix all subjects usin the
actual subject matter fro:. the courses of study fcr the student-teachers
to observe. Classroom conditions should he kept as natural as possible.
Student-teachers shculd take their seats quietly in tne rear of the room.
The lesson taught, its aim, rethod, and technique should he explained to
then: in advance. An outline for checking the procedures snould be provided.
The type cf lessor v.-hich the supervisor sees is most needed cr the teacher
asks for ehculd te tau,:-.t. The o'nserver should te.ke rather complete notes
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th( aettzal rcrf :now ece of tee doloestrati-n lesson rhich should be
checked with the outline of the plan ziv‘n than by the supervisor to see
whether or not it has been carried out.
It 4.8 during the demonstration lesson thet thg• student glirpses
more clenrly the relationship that exists heteeer. teaching and :LearninL,
that e awes lessor. meterials carefully selected and artistically
presented, that she sees the iliad instructor using certain under:ying
principles ef all Food teaching. It is here that the pupil becomes methods—
rees:'i °US, and has an opportunity to observe how the principl taut_ht
In her theory courses agree with actual practice. The demonstration lesson,
moreover, tends to eliminate, or at least to shorten, the period of trial
and error chen the student begins her practice teaching. Lore important
still, the demonstration lesson brines tee college student in contact with
children, and 7ives her an opportunity to observe children's behavior.
In order to foster a closer relationship between the college department
e.ni the training school end in order to make the demonstration lesson of
more practical value, the critic teacher might send a lesson plan to the
theory clecs before the demonctration lesson is given. This could give
the observer an opportunity to we.tch the adjustment of the plan to the
needs as they arlee. In the lesson analysis the students could consider
whether the teeener achieved her purpose, or if not, whether the purpce e
achieved as a worthy one, and whether the elan was flexii_le enough to meet
the varyint needs of twenty or more childresie
Similer results miget be obtained by the critic teacher's particle
ration at times in the lee.sen analysis. The critic teacher could slip into
a theory class occasionally for a few minutes' discussion of her ciemonetration
3esson etth the oeeeners. In this manner the demtnetrati:n lesson caul-
be eeen in its reletienship with that had one before and zith the lecsene
to follow.
For more effective training through demonstration pupils should
have opportunity to observe in the field of thelr snecialty after they
heve observed the underlying principles of all good teachine. Some
observation in the public schools eould be helpful. Since ee learn by
the mistakes as eell as the successes of others, the observation of one
or two poor demonstratien lessons would be helpful if properly analyzed.
The greatest benefit of the demonstration lessons comes, no doubt, when
it supplements the work of practice teaching. When the critic teacher
allows the student teacher to pause for a ehile and watch her teach, the
demonstration is coupled with a definite need and takes on a new rignifi-
cance.,
Soon after the leeten is -iven, while the points are fresh in mine,
the lessen shoeld Le discussed. Ten points which the observers have
checked or taeen notes of eill be used. This procedure develops keenness
of insight and skill in evaluatine teac:.ing performances.
Conferences. - After each classroom visit an individual conference
is held with the teacher. These ereve most helpful to both teacher and
supervisor. The notes are discessed and often means of improvement suggested.
Where weaknesses are aereed ueon, possible remedies are suegested that
the teacher may try to help the conditi:n. Sometimes it stems tetter to
refer the teacher to certain books or authors there various suEeestions
are made end she may choose the one that most appeals to her. in this
case teere snould always be a :0110e-up to ascertain 'nether the teacher
has mece a fair trial, to leern hor effective the sugeestion has bees, and
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to let the tez'cher knov thot her proCem rectfved cnciderEtion. The
indiNidual conferehoe should Le definite and clear-cut. One should
hnve all pcirts carefully thought through before time. The oonfcrence
has to be a friendly give-and-take nroposition v-hfch often asses a
different slant after the teacher's contribution. That is why a final
ratin: should not be made until after the conference. This sere pro-
cedure applies to the individual conference with the student-teacher,
but here the responsibility falls on the supervisor to lead and direct.
A conference is held by the critic teacher rith the student teachers
each rfternoon for thirty minutes. A group conference is held each
Tuesday afternoon from four to five o'clock. The director of training,
teacbers, student teachers, and s.:pervisor are present. Mead says,
1
If the r--iod oi visitation and observation is one
used to secure data of teaching, it would necessarily
follow that the observer should ctudy the data and
make an analysis of it be - re having e conference
after the period of observation. If the student has
made such a study and analysis cf his date he is ready forthe conference. The student-teacher and critic teacher
make their respective statements, giving an analysis of
the work. There will be differences in statenerts; these
serve as poitts at which the critic teacher may resort to
questions, sw.-gesticrs, etc., tc CE.,:se the student to think
out a better analysis.
The grour conference becomes the center of integration.
Emnbasis cn Reading Atilities or Skills
Since many children reach high school with inadequate study halits,
aLilities, and skills, emphasis is placed on readinE atilities and stills.
1
Arthur R. Weed, Surer-!fr Student Teachini: (Johnson Putlishing
Co., Chicao,
After tnt-latinr thc results of standardized tests .L;iven in January,
it was decided that a program cf work lAich v.ould a -tack certain ccanon
reedinc deficiencies would be desirable.
Since reading abilities and skills are secured in the same way
by tear.hars in service and the student-teachers, except that the student-
teaciler needs to receive more assistance and idance, this study will
deal rith them collectively.
Realizing thet over-emphasis on one aspect el readinij may result
in soma lack in another, the writer used a check list for reading objectives
by frowning.
2
A check of the casts 'here these objectives were prcminent in a
reading lesson snould be made.
Sucvested check list for readin.7 oblectives.-
1. Ability to locate mterial quickly requirest
1. Ability to use table of contents
2. Ability to use an index
3. Ability to use a dictionary
4. Ability to use reference material
5. Ability to U5E maps and tables
6. Ability to skim
II. Ability to comprehend quickly whet is read requires. -
1. The establishmtnt of rhythmic and repid eye-movement
S. • Th- eliminntion of lip reading
3. Acuirin!: a vocabularT of a,:curate meaninrs
4. Ac4,irinr, the nalit cf vigorous reading
21biry Eron,, Creative Sopervision,uneatiliish ed. materials
(Louiaville City Sccla, 1935),
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Ability to select and evaluate material needed re.re. -
1. Judging the valirlity of a statement
2. Formulating thought questions on the lesson
3. Discovering different ideas in different sources
4. Deciding whether or not a given question hos been
answered.
5. Delineating ci.cracters
1V. Ability to orgtenize .hat is read requires. -
1. Practice in picking out, central ideas
2. Practice in selecting main topics
3. Practice in outlining
4. Practice in suromc...rizing
Atility to remember v.hat is read.requires. -
1. An understanding of the best way to memorize
An understanding of the necessity for drill
3. Practice in reaersbering
Lessons on vocabulary building skEL11 be taught. The following
outline of standards for evaluating a reading liksson on enlarging the
vocabulary is suggested for observers to compare with their notes on the
demonstration iesson•
Sui.cested stand-a rds for evaLlating a reedin;: lesson for enlarzing.
vocalular_y.
1. Was thP teacher's aim eviderit?
2. Did the pupils have a motive!
3. How were the pupils tz.de conscious cf a nee:: lo
vocabulariesi






and drilled upon in o:ntext so
assist in fixing tha inr.:ression
the cf taking in as lush at one eye-
sIeec •Ls cossiile ould be fixed.
6. 7.-rint use as j..:dgment questicms to help fix v:ords?
i• Was th.. dentr-...1 thr..:_ht of the selection grasped ,uickly by
the class in racc.-zniz in. %.).t was important and what was
trivial!
8. 1:a5 the situation pleasurable!
9. Was repetition w.itn variety afforded rather than monotonous
10. 'Chat us0 tas made tf the law of multiple association!
‘.,te instances.
11. Were habits of concentrated attention being developed:
12. Did th,. teacher k other objectives than vocabulary en-
101 rgement inrd
13. Was rhasis beim:- placed on the -ost frequently used tor:is?
14. Is the z -.-p-..zulary up to the standard cf accomplishnentT
f.E—t d analysis at end of your -
1. What the etildree did :
(a) !ant Pu7i1 adtivities did you observe!
(b) Wirt did the children Fain in information!
(c) What dfd tnc children gain in skill!
(d) Wt did children gain in attitude!
(e) Wax there any rain in habit formottion!
71. Value of each che of these gains in terrs of the aims of
educat ions





Tov.ard was it 'ne,eded!
Did it help toward health!
Did t help tcrward commend of the -r. dame r.t., 1
Processes?
Did it help toward a 1..oc9ti:n!
Did it help toward citizenship!
Did it help toward rell-spent 16isurt!
Did it hPlp torard ethical cimracter!
happened to achieve the aim of ths ,le ueon?
(a) Whet points of techninue got the chtldren started!
(b) What technique helped the childrer. t._• do some cood
thinkinz!
(c) What technique helped tc accomplish the things in
each lesson!
(d) Was the best technique employed!
IV. hor can we inr,-r-c'vf. next tire!
(a) On rtrit do ye need to work more!
(t) 7,1v-it is to be studied!
Special eflphasis was plgced on ore.1 readin., after finding that
pupils tere wcrd-cons' ious tut broke up sentence* ith no regard to proper
word Kroupinr. They serred to be unfamilier with sentence structure- and
teen e
languatle forms. The to recogni7e worcic d overstreced.
Suri,ested standards for ort..1 readir_f_. - 1. Kat a V:s.0 talk. TO
react as you - talk you TOCt read at the proper mtg... You rust combine the
wor-.4,s ;nto suitable phrase and thought units. You muFit rltice is
E
on the rroer r.ords and parP,Fes and you muert exnrett the f eel in or emotions
-..••0•4,0 !..11 ."11","""•• go.
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that you vieh to chow. To irterrret correctly the feelinb or e:rotiona
that ehould re ex-res.:red, it is necessary for you to know who is speekini-7,
why he is sreaking, to v nom he is sneaking, what the situation is at the
time, and hot thc szeaker x:ould talk in that eitue.tion. The teacher
should explain fully that different tones are used to exrress different
emotions. and should Live examples of tones that express fear, secrecy,
sorrow, anger, joy, surT- rise,and doubt.
L.  Pronounce each tor clearly. Pronouncirw, each v!ord c' early
includes plAcini: the emphasis on the 7roper
3. Read loud enough for all to hear. Attention should be given
to modulation and clearness as well as to volume. Speech is most
effective then it is loud enough for everyone to hear but not loud enough
to annoy zhe audience. The pupil should be tauLht to rei_ulate his :dice
so it viii carry well without excessive volume.
4. Do not omit, add, substitute, or repeat words. Probei_ly ro
further explarmt ion is needed for this standard unless it is necessary
to define eq.-!me "f the words vsed. To be able to comrly vith the etandard,
however, it is necessary tht the child have the thou.oht rel.] in mind before
he begins the oral reading. It is also necessary that be be able to
recogn!ze and to rronounce readily every word.
5. Assume the sr-or-sr posture. The explarztion of thie standard
should include the folloving points: stand erect but at ease; keep
shoulders reasonably well back, abdomen in, and chest up; stand tit'n
feet relatively cose together (one foot may be a little in advance of
the other); stand reets"nely still with the v eight cf the body on both
feet; face the audience; hold the book a ree.sonable dietance from the
eyes (this dizte.nce v:ill vary tith different pupils); bold the book in the
• 4.1r41741ks*. -%".07.b ' PIT," ••••••••"-..-,
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left hand (if the Lock is heavy, the right hand should probably Le I'lr_ced
on the riEht edge of the took); do not hold the took so hiLh that it comes
between the mouth of the speaKer and the ear cf the listener; and do not
hold the Look or the arms against the body.
In developing the explanation for the different standards, the
teacher should have the children contribute as much of the information
as possiLle. It is a good plan to write the points on the board as trey
are developed in class. They should be reviewed Iron day to cie.y until
they are thoroughly understood.
Evaluation of the Surervisory Program
Criteria for evaluatirc. supervisory program.— The evaluating cf
teaching and learning procedures attempted in this study is undertaken
with the full knowledge that such procedures cannot be meeet.:red ctively.
A more accurate mes.suring, stick than is now available must be devised
before such an unUeitaking will be accurate in results. But it would te
unfortunate to neglect such objective measures as we now have.
The Fourth Yearbook of the'Department of Supervisors and Directors
of Instruction of the National Loucational association presents a discussion
of the evaluation of supervision. It is the expressed opinion of this group
that, "Ey evaluation is meant appraisal or judgment of the worth of an item
as a whole, with reference to sone adopted purposeT S̀
iccepting this interpretation of eval=tion it is the purpc-;€, of this
study to anrraise and judge the Torth of the supervisory program in regard
«cccy,,ard others, The Evaluation of Surervision, Fourth Yearb,-- ok
of the Department of Lu7lervi.Fors and Directors of Instruction of ]atonal
-Educational .mssc:icti-.:n, Columbia 'Liniversi-,y, 1931), p. 12.
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to the teachers, student-teachers, eni pupils in the derxnstration
school, for the c . .rpcse of determinihL r0ints of weakness, strength and
needed improvement.
The determining of the results cf supervision is undertaken from
two approaches. The first of these is demonetreted puril charge. The
other approach is demonstr-ted teacher an student teacher change. The pupil
change is reckoned on the results of an exceriment performed as a part
of this study. The teacher and student-teacher change is measured by
ratings of the supervisor, self-ratings by the teacher, end the student-
teacher, and other descriptive data which were emplcyed during the
period of supervision.
In short, the protler is contained in this one sentence which is
taken fro._ the Eighth Yeertook of toe Department of Superintendence of
the National Education Associatichs "The most important criterion by
which the work of supervision may be judged is found in the answer to
this query," 'Have those who have beer associated rith the supervisor
grown professionally!.
Student chanc:t. - It is important to know the improvement in
quality of pupil material before attesting to evaluate a program of
supervision. To determine the improvement in the quality of pupil material
used in this study the scorer made on standardized tests were evaluated.
The Haggerty Intelligence Examination, Delta 1, WEE given to the first and
second grades. This test in Delta 2 form wes given to the third End
4Eirhth Yearockl. Department of Superintendence (Washington, D. C.,
W.7177 p.
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fourth _-rades. All intelliEe”oe tests were given in .;enunry of thI.,
year. The Metropolitan Achlevemen -' Test, Primary I battery was given
the first grade and Primary II Battery to the second and third gr&des
and Intermedthte Battery Complete WES given to ,the,fourth grade.
Al]. achie.:ement tests were admiiiist.ered at the beLinning of the
second semester in Januery and again juct before the close Of school
in May in order to determine the student change.
Ruch states:5 "The criteria of a good test are ve]idity,
reliability, ease of adminietratinn, objectivity of scoring, possession
of norms for comparisons, and availability of equivalent forms." After
en evaluation by the application :f these criteria tnese
suegested for use in the proposed program of supervision.
tests are
5 G. U. Ruch, The ptlective or Nev; Tyne Lxa7.:ination Chew York.















1 7.4 57 54 48
8.8 70 67 63
TABLE V
RESULTS OF HAGGERTY n=_La..ioN= EXALINATION, DELTA 2
JA!7,:4-.RY 196
Chronological Age Grade kedic_n
Grtde Norm. Norm Score 
3 9.3 48 40 S9
4 1C.10 68 64 61
TABLE rI












IWord Picture 7 1 3 1 7 4
Ford Recognition 7 1 14 1 10
tore limaninr 5 1 3 12 17






















































ICCISCPCLITP1 ACHIEVELSTT TEST PRIMARY II BATTERY, GRADE III












CCTr'" • 14 3 5 16
10
5Paragraph
EIELLE 20 35 24
5
Vocabu1ar 12 3 16Arithmetic
Fund. 41 3349 374Arithmetic
Prob. 9 3 12
103
6
ktEalLe 13 le 3 
1C
5






METRCPCLITA': i-CHIEVE=NT TEST, 1:17.T217.7.:-...7..: BITTERY CC.


























































These data indicate that the following improvements have been made in
four erd one-helf months of school.
I. First grade pupils made imoravement eouivelent to 5.2 months.
2. Second grade pupils mede improvement equivalent to 4.85 months.
3. Third grade pupils made improvement ecuivalent to 5.57 months.
4. Fourth grade pupils made improvement ecuivalent to 5.FP months.
This is an rverage improvement ecuivelent to 5.62 months on the com-
bined subjects of the retroroliten Achievement Test vhch et- mef4 in 4.5
months. This shows that demonstrated student chanre as made.
44
Teacner ratin- soa7.es.- If a supervisory progra.= is to Le beneficial
and conrlete, growth should occur on the re.rt of teachers as well as on the
part of the out,ils. Lieasurinc and ;udging the teachers' ability to instruct
often causes dissatisfaction ad.-onz the teachers. Yet, whether tne idea
of being rated is liked or not, the fact remains tiat teachers, student-
teachers, and supervisors r_re rated by pupils, parents, fellow teachers,
supervisors, and the cas...zal observer. Most of this type of ratint: is
subjective and therefore ur.reliable. ThA teacher should lccr.sq ary
attempt at objective teacher-rating. Of thA teacher-re.ting, scales ex-
amined, the Torgerson Diagnostic Teeriaer Rating Scale see-.s to be the
best suited to this study. TharAfore, it s selected f,7r use. This
scalA bets forth eighteen genAral aig.tects ':f teechina. Under each are
rivo, state!n*-nts of teacher and; ounil activities. In analyzing the teacning
rrocedures, It is necessary to concentrate on one item at a time. It
is scorAd to the key and therefore becomes objective. For the purnc>se
of evaluating the iratrove7r:nt of teaching, thiq scale wEs atninistered
twice during the year, the first time in Februe.ry and agaln in Kay.
Eat 01 teacher and studer.t-teacner rated herself and in conference the
ratings ',ere discussed.
This scale was evaluated according to key. The possible sccre
is 90. Your deviation from 90 indicates the room for imprcrvement. This
fact that tne scores on the first test ranze from 41 to 75 for critic teachers
and student-teachers inclusive indirates titat there is room for
provemant. The teacher becomes ay.-are of the points therein she was npt
employinr the test accented teaching practices, and these set up a challenEe
;4
to her to work out ways and means for improvement.
The tabular results e.s revea:.ed by these r2.tint s follows
TLELE Z
TORT:MSC!: DLLG::CST17.: TEACI-MR RATING St."...--LE








From a final analysis of the ratinz scores as checked the following,
points of icTroyement are noted:
1. Ifldi\idl differences were more accurately meas.:rt.d.
Pupil diagnosis became more scientific.
3. Pupil attention was increased.
4. Ability to measure res.ults *-Es increased.
Check list to deter-inc results cf this erc-ram on teachers,  students, 
end eunervisors. - The surerYisor feels that an exrressizr. frcm the
teachers and the student-teachers statino their opinions concerning the
supervision would help to shot what see accomplished. Cri February 17, 19361
two weeks ..fter the student teachers bage.n tee.ching, blank fones of this
check list fr.,r self-anaysis and check list on the sunervircry ••••••0....
"
c.edures were distritated. They rere checked by teacners in service and
student-techers. on Ley 81 1956, the sane lists were checked.
The teachers in service were designated as A and B, vhile the student-
teachers were D, E, G.
4G
The check lists ere taken :roc- the 1.va1uati an of Superv is ich,
Fourth Yearbcok, v;it'n fer- ninor ctr.nzes.
6 
Each itei ie fcllowed
descrictive ttr.:s rhich su, _et the dezrees of achievment. The f ms
-ere s.ccompanied ty instructi:ps for narkihr the che:k
5Clif ford goody, and others, The Fraltmtion of Sunervision Fourth
Yen.rtock of the Department of Supervisors and Directors of Instructi:n
(Nev. York, ..ttreau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1931), pp. 103-105.
The instructions were: Please place a check (*1 urer the letter
which you think most nearly shows ycur tmching ability. Checks fcr
February are mede in bleck while those for May are in red.
Let equal f--.ilure












1. Understandin-, of Pupil Nature
How adecuste is your knonledge and understanding
of pupil nature?
2. Understandin7 of Human Relations
Whet ability have you to recognize and respect
the personalities of other people, par-icularly
your pupils?
3. Underetandin-, of Lducational Values
That is your understanding of the larger issues
of education? Of current educational problems?
4. Reconition and Dialclosis of Teaching Difficulties
How well do you recognize the difficulties which
daily confront you? Can you evaluate and diagnose
them?
5. Improvement in Technioue of Olassroo= Instruction
Do you have an intelligent understanding of
approved methods in your teaching field?
6. Use of Mateziale and louiteent
How skillful are you in the choice and use of
instructional materiels? Can you evaluate these
materials?
7. !ftnegement of Routine Matters
Does schoolroom machinery run smoothly? Little
attention, but high efficiency?
8. Volunte-y Seouests for Sunervisorv Assistance
Have y7fti the ability and d4soos4tion to make
intellizert reouests for supervisory assistance?
TitELS,XII























How adequate is your knowledge and understanding
of pupil nature?
Understandag of Human Relations
What ability have you to recognize and respect
the personalities of other people, particularly
your pupils?
Understandin- of F.aucational Values
that is your understanding of the larger issues
of education? Of current educational problems?
Recognition and Diagnosis of Teaching Difficulties
How well do you recognize the difficulties which
daily confront you? Can you evaluate and diagnose
them?
Improvement in Technioue of Classroom Instruction
Do you have an intelligent understanziLni; of
approved methods in your teaching field?
Use of Materials and Equipment
How skillful are you in the choice an' use of
instructional materials? Can you evaluate these
materials?
Management of Routine Matters
Does schoolroom machinery run emoothlyi Little
attention, but high efficiency?
Voluntary Reouests for Surervisory Asaistenos
Have y)..1 the ctility and disposition to make
intelligent recuests for suner:isory assistance?
TLIII;...r X:: I
CPECti LIST FOR V.L_r-f2:1-LTZ  CF  AsTri-RS P:!) 
!.iss C.
1. yjnderstandin  of Nature
Fehr..ary 17, ..936
  Ma  8t 1_936.
A'BC D-R
k-j k
How adequate is your knowledge and understanding
of pupil nature?
2. Understandn of Humien Relations
What ability have you to recognize and respect
the personalities of other people, particularly
your pupils?
3. Understandinj; of Iducational Values
that is your understanding of the larger issues
of education? Of currant educational problems?
4 . Recognition and Diagnosis of Teaching Difficulties 
How well do you recognise the difficulties which
daily confront you? Can you evaluate and diagnose
them?
5. Improvement in Technique of Classroom Instruction
Do you have an intelligent understanding of
approved methods in your teaching field?
6. Use of Materiels and 3ouinment 
How skillful are you in the choice and use of
instructional materials? Can you evaluate these
materials?
7. brnezement of Routine Matters
Does schoolroom machinery run emoothly7 Little
attention, but high efficiency?
8. Volmntary. Requests for Supervisory Assistance
Have you the ability and dieposition to riF_I:e
intelligent rsquests for supervisory assistance.?
+NM
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How adeouate is your knowledge and understandi_ng
of pupil nature?
Understanding of Elnan, Relations
That ability have you to recognize and respect
the personalities of other people, particularly
your pupils?
Underwtancting of Educational Values
Irhat is your understanding of the larger issues
of education? Of current educational problems?
Recognition and Diagnosis of Teachin& Difficultios
How well do you recognise the difficulties which
daily confront you? Can you evaluate and diagnose
the:n?
Inr3rovemeat in Technioue of Zaasaroom Instruction
J c yo‘_. nave en intelligent understanding of
ap...:-rv..54, methods in your teaching field?
Use :f Materials and Ecuipment_
How skillful are you in the choice end use of
ir.structione.1 materiels? Can you evaluate these
senterials?
Management of Routine Matters
Does schoolroom me.chinery run emoothlyi 1...; ttle
attention, but high efficiency?
Voluntary Reauests for Supervisory Assistance
Have ylu tho ability end diepor.ition to maLe
intelligent reouests for supervisory assistance?
-
TABLE X7
CHECK LIST FOR - SLP-ANALYCIS CF TEACHE:Z AND STIMEirr-TEACi-1725
Februl-ry 17, 1936
M4 ss E. Ma- 6, 1936
1. Understandinp, cf runil Nature
How adequate is your knowledge and understanding
of pupil nature?
2. jnderstanding of Human Relations
What ability neve you to recognize and respect
the personalities of other people, particularly
your Pupils?
3. Understanding of tducational Values
that is your understanding of the larger ii6U0S
of education? Of current educational problems?
4. Recognition and Diagnosis of Teachinz Difficulties
How well do you recognize the difficulties which
daily confront you? Can you evaluate and diagnose
then?
5. Improvement in Technioue of Classroom Instruction
Do you have an intelligent understanding of
approved methods in your teachin,7 field?
6. Use of Material,c and Zouioment 
How skillful are you in the choice and use of
instructional materials? Can you evaluate these
materials?
7. Mana7ament of Houtine Matters
Does schoolroom machinery run smoothly: Little
attention, but high efficiency?
8. Voluntary Requests for Supervisory Assistance
fr
Have you the ability and disposition to make






CHECK LIST FOR SELF-ANCaYSTS OF TEACHERS AND STUDENT-TEACciES
February 17, l'o30
S • .„,,,. .., .....,,,_














Hoy adequate is your knoeledge and understanding
of pupil nature?
Understanding of Hyman Relations
What ability have you to recognize and respect
the personalities of other people, particularly
your pupila?
Understanding of Lducational Values
What is your understanding of the larger issues
of education? Of c-rrent educational problems?
Reconition and Dienoeis of Teaching Difficulties
Haw vell do you recognize tne difficulties which
daily confront you? Can you evaluate and diagnose
then?
Improvement in Technique of Claeeroom In
Bo you have an intelligent understanding of
approved methods in your teaching field?
Uee of Materials and iouipme::t—
how skillful are you in the onoioe and use of
instructional materials? Can you evaluate those
materials?
Management of Routine Matters
Does schoolroom machinery run smoothly:' Little
ettenticn, but high efficiency?
Volunter Reouests for Suoervisory Assistance
Have you the ability and c...6poeition to make
intelligent recuests for euperrisory assistance?
TULErrii




















how adequate is your knowlede and understanding
of pupil nature?
Understandini, cf Human Relations
What ability have you to recornize and respect
the pei- sonalities ^f other people, particularly
your pupils?
Understanding of Educational Values
That is your understanding of the larger issues
cf education? Of current educational problems?
Recojg-..ition and Diagnosis of Teaching Difficulties
How wall du you recognize the difficulties which
drily confront you? Cen you evaluate and diagnose
them?
Improvement in Technique of Classroom Instruction
Do you have an intelligent understanding of
approved methods in your teaching field?
Uee of Materinas and Xouipment
How skillful are you in the choice and use of
indtructionhl materials? Can you evaluate -.hese
materials?
Management of Routine Matters
Dots schoolroom machinery run smoothly; Little
attention, but high efficiency?
Voluntary Requests for Supervisory Assistanc.e
Have you the ability and disposition to make











That ability and willingness have the children to
assume responsibility for the successful outcome of
school activities?
3. liethods of Study and Work
Is there growth in ability to see problems in life
situations and in ability to plan and carry out the
solution of these problems?
4. Use of Leisure
Is there a decrease in aimless activity and an
increase in wholesome enterprises outside of school
hours?
5. Health Habits
That habits are the children aconiring which pro—
duce and maintain good health?
6. Achievement in the "Three 
Foy- s-ati'-factory is the children's achievement in
readinT, writing, arithmetic, language and spelling?
7. Interest in Schocl
Is interest maintained by keeping the community
tnformed concerning the activities and nbjectives of
the school?
6. Appr:.isal of the School
Is the critics--. of schocl activities inteillifYent
ani constructive":
9. Cooperation with Schocl Cfficials
Does a spirit of cooperation exist between the






CH7-.71: LIST FOR SUPERVISORY PR1GRAI!
yebrucry lv,
1,-.4.6 13. gay s,
A B,CFD E
1. Initiative
Are the children growing in ability to initiate
morthwhile activities?
2. ResnonsibiLka
What ability and willingness have the children to
assume responsibility for the eucoessful outcome of
school activities?
3. Methods of and Work,Study
Is there growth in ability to see problems in life
situations and in ability to plan and carry out the
solution of these problems?
4. Use of I.eisure
Is tht=re d decrease in aimless activity an an
increasol in whclesome enterprises outeiOe cf school
hour,.?
5. Heeith Habits
What habits are the children acquiring which pro—
duce and maintain good health?
6. Achievement in the 'Three R's"
How satisfactory is the children's achievement in
reading, writing, arithmetic, language and spelling?
7. Interest in School
Is interest maintained by keeping the community
informed concerning the activities and objectives of
the school?
8. Anion-nisei of the School
le the criticisr of school activities intelligent
anl constructive?
9. '.:ooperation with School Cfficia:c
DO.8 a spirit of cooperation exist between


























Are the children growing in ability to initiate
worthwhile activities?
Responsibility
What ability and willingness have the children to
assume responsibility for the successful outcome of
school activities?
Methods of Study and Work
Is there growth in abi]i'y to see problems in life
situations end in ability to plan and carry out the
solution of these problems?
Use of Leisure
Is there a decrease in ai=lees activit:i and an
increese in eholesome erterpriees outside of school
hours?
Health Habits
Whet habits are the children acquiring which pro—
duo* and maintain good health?
Lchievement in the 'Three R's"
How setisfactcry is the children's eer.ievement in
reading, writin, arithmetic, language and spelling?
Interest in School
is interest maintained by keeping the community
informed conoer-oin;_: the activities and objectives of
the school?
Appraisal of the School
is the criticism of school activities intellirert
and constructive?
Cooperetion with School Officials
Doee a spirit of cooperation exist between the






















Are the children growing in ability to initiate
worthwhile activities?
Responsihilitv
That ability and willingness have the Children to
assume responsibility for the successful outcome of
school activities?
Methods of Study. and Work
Is there growth in ability to see problems in life
situations and in ability to plan and carry out the
solution of these problems?
Use of Leisure
Is there a decrease in aimless activity and an
increese in eholesr+.7e enterprises outside of school
aoure?
Health Habits
That habits are the children acquiring which pro—
duoe and maintain good health?
Achievement in the "Three R's"
How satisfactory is the Itildren's achievement in
reading, writing, an language and spelling?
Interest in School
Is interest. maintained by keeping the community
informed concerning the activities and objectives of
the school?
At-nraisal of the School
Is the criticism of school activities intelligent
and constructive?
..7ooneration with School Official::
Does a spirit of cooperation exist between the
school and the conmunity?
ThE.142 XXII

























Are the children growing in ability to initiate
'worthwhile activities?
Responsibility
That ability mnd willingness have the children to
assume feeponsibility for the successful outcome of
school activities?
2ethods of Study, and Work
Is there growth in ability to see problems in life
situations and in ability to plan and carry out the
solution of these nroblems?
Use of Leisure
Is there a decrease in aimless activity and an
increas in wholesome enterprises outside of school
hours?
Health Habits
What habits are the children acquiring which pro-
duce and maintain good health?
Wchievement in the "Three R's"
Hoy satisfactory is the cbildren's achievement in
reeding, writing, arithmetic, langue_78 eLnLI spelling?
Interest in School
Is interest maintained by keeping the community
informed concerning the activities and objectives of
the school?
Aprrmieel of the School
Is the criticism of school activities intelligent
ani constructive?
Cooneration rith School Cfficiels
:afts a spirit cf coc7,eretion exist beteleen the
snhocl ..nr! the coemunity?
"^".-5 •""-
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LI37 FOR SUPERVISCRY 139103RAli
February 1/, 1936
1:isr, F. May V 1936
1. Initietiye
lAtE
Are the children growing in ability to initiate
worthwhile activities?
4. Responsibility
What ability and willingness have ths children to
assume responsibility for the successful outcome of
school activities?
3. Methods of Studx and Work
Is there growth in ability to see problems in life
situations end in ability to plan and carry out the
solution of these problems?
4. Uge of Leisure
Is there a decrease in aimless activity and an
increase in wholeeone enterprises outside of school
hourel
5. Health Hab:ts
What habits are the children acquiring which pro-
duce and maintain good health?
6. Achievement in the "Three R's"
How satisfectca-,' is the children's achieyement in
readinw, critinF, arithmetic, language ane spelling?
7. IL2lEtEL in School
IF interest maintained by keeping the community
interned concerning the activities and objectives of
the school?
P. Arrraiscl of the School
Is the criticisr. of school activities intelligent
and constructive?
9. C007)aretion with School CfficiLis
Does a sriri. cf cooperation exist between the L'
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that ability and willingness have the children to
assume responsibility for the successful outcome of
school activities?
3. Wethods of Study and t'ork
Is there growth in ability to see preblems in life
situations end in ability to plan and carry out the
solution of these problems?
4. Use of Leisure
Is there a decrease in aimless ectivity and an
increese in wholesome enterprises outside of school
hours?
5. health habits
What habits are the children acquiring which pro—
duce and maintain good health?
6. Achieverent in the "Three R's" 
Hoy astIsfactory is the children's achievement in
reading, writing, arithmetic, language and spelling?
• Interest in School 
Is interest maintsined by hearing the comunity
inforned concerning the activities and objectives of
the school?
E. Arrraisal cf ths School
Is the criticism of school activities intelligent
and constructive?
9. (.•ooPeretion with School Cfficials
Does a spirit of cooperation exist between the
school and the comrunity?
The self-analysis check list shots a decided improvement. The
most outstar.dinT, improver.ents were twelve A's in Lay, »herelas there Were
only four in -Tunue.ry. There were no F's in Lay and there were sixteen
in -Tenunry.
The check list for the supervisory prozram shots forty-two A's
in May and eleven in January. There were no D's or Vs.
Su=rery. - The follov:in.7 is a lint of helps aerived from the pro-
posed program of supervision:
1. Many suL,- esti -_,ns for increasing pupil adjustment und improve-
ment.
L. A broader understanding of methods of :.eaching reading.
3. Com=unication of the better feat r€ of the v.-ork to other
tear•-'ne,•s and studer.t-teachers of the system.
4. Hierher efficiency in the management of schoolroom.






GENERAL SUUARY AD CONCLUSIONS
In Chapter I the problem in stated as follors:
1. To present the supervisory program now in use.
To Est up s proposed cuservisory program
To improve the inetruction of teachers in service in order
that they nay be able to direst toe pupils' 1earnit4;
activities.
(b) To train student teachers in order that they may make better
teachers.
Chapter II gives thr present set-up in this proEram of supervision.
The existing conditions caused the folio:sing general objectives to be
selected:
1. To make a general survey sf the elementary school situation)
which included:
(a) Securing the cooperatisn of the teachers in service, student-
teachers, and the community.
(') Determinins the median score for third and fourth srade
pupils.
(c) Determinisg the improvement in the different school subjects
during a stated time.
(d) Disccvering the weakness in our program of instruction.
Chapter III gives the proposed program of supervision. The follcw-
ing objectives were selected for ssecial emphasis.
1. For teachers in service:




(b) To ploce :e emphasis on reading abilities and
(c) To check or the efficiency of the supervisory proce-
dure.
2. For student teachers'
(a) To establivh methods, technidues, and devices for
student teaching.
(b) To plrce =phasis or. readin7 abilities and skills.
(c) To check on the efficiency of the superwisory pro-
cedure.
This provram states the proposei means by which these objectives
are to be worked out. Evaluetion is attempted by data collected from
standardized tests, ratings by tne supervisor and self-ratings by the
teacher and student-teac'ners.
7re are indications tire the follasing 'improvements have been
made'
L. The attitude of the teachers, parents, and ccrnmunity as a
chanred decidedly in favor of supervision. They thirk thfit it h.s been
a valuatle aid to the pupils-.
2. rc.ta collected o:, the Letropclitan Achievement Test show
pupil improvement made in four and one-half months equivalent to 5.62
months.
3. The improvemer:t in reading is slightly above the norm.
4. The results of the. rat in f student-teachers by the super-
visor show ttnt in every c5..se the student teacher -lade considerable
Thc' bell-rat i's of student-tee-1,ers strx: even more gain. No on' ea*
64
measure 7-i:e inspiration th-..t comes to the young teacher-to-be as ::,he
ratches the master teacher at tork.
5. TI.e teachers' self-ratings and supervisory rat in showed
The supervisor was of the opinion that the teachers had profited even more
through the surervisory program than the student-teachers; however, there
is not any known measure by which this gain can be measured.
The writer believes that the contribution of this study lies in
the fact thet it is a record of supervisor-teacher, student-teacher, and
pupil activities. Data such as are provided here would furnish a base
upon ,-.hich to build a set of procedures for the supervision of other
demonstrat ion schools.
In answer to the question, "Have those who have been aseocisted with
the supervisor grown profeesions-.11y?" the reply is in the affirmative.
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